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Our Mission

We endeavour to create exceptional experiences that celebrate the heart, soul, and passion of Irish culture, heritage, and gastronomy. Peruse our exquisite range of properties, cafés, and retail offerings to learn more.




	[image: ]Cliff House Hotel
The jewel in Ireland’s coastal crown, steeped in seaside splendour

Set amidst the rugged Ardmore Cliffs, Cliff House Hotel is an oceanfront sanctuary with 39 plush sea view rooms within its bounds. This five-star boutique hotel is home to the one MICHELIN-starred House Restaurant run by Chef Patron Tony Parkin, the nautically inspired Bar Restaurant, and serene Well by the Sea Spa. Offering a gateway to Irish heritage, seaside adventure, and so much more, Cliff House Hotel is globally renowned for a myriad of unique experiences.
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An idyllic countryside retreat, imbued with romance

Cradled in the heart of Celbridge, Cliff at Lyons is a gorgeous estate encapsulating a storybook collection of historical rose-clad buildings. From romantic country cottages to charming bedrooms, this retreat’s accommodation is truly distinctive. Cliff at Lyons is home to the period-styled Mill Restaurant which serves a selection of contemporary Irish delicacies and the botanically oriented, award-winning Well in the Garden spa.
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Where opulence meets maritime magic

Cliff Beach House is a sleek luxury rental entailing some of the most exclusive accommodation in the country. This  contemporary-styled, architect-designed home is located above Ardmore Bay in the country’s southeast. Every room offers views of the rolling Atlantic. From a palatial drawing room and dining hall to tastefully furnished bedrooms, there’s sheer excellence in every detail.
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From our home to yours

A luxury retail outlet par excellence, CLIFF Home stocks an incredible array of authentically Irish gifts. Sourced from native soil and sea, The Well at CLIFF’s natural spa products are designed to energise, enliven, and elevate the senses. Packed to the brim with flavour, The Pantry at CLIFF’s gourmet delights have been curated by our talented culinary team.
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A beachside retreat, nestled in the Ancient East

Urchin is an exciting destination incorporating a stylish bar, refurbished serviced apartment for accommodation up to 12, and thrilling seaside activities in the summer. Located just a stone’s throw away from Ardmore Beach, this lively alcove is perfect for those who fancy a fun little beachside getaway with the gang.
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A charming gourmet haven in the countryside

Tucked into an intimate corner of Dove Square in the verdant Cliff at Lyons estate, The Pantry at Trellis is an artisanal café that stocks a range of tempting treats. From freshly baked breads to delicate desserts, house-made sandwiches, empanadas and frothy brews, there’s no better place for a few tasty nibbles.
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A quaint gem, nestled amidst the rolling green

Set amid Mount Congreve Garden’s meandering pathways, The Pantry at Stables Café serves as a delightful setting for a lunch, brunch or decadent afternoon tea. From hearty breakfasts to sumptuous snacks and delicious desserts, this award-winning eatery bears testament to CLIFF’s commitment to culinary excellence.
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Ireland… stay where the road runs out

Cliff Residence is a unique collection of exclusive-use Irish properties available for short term stays: personalised service and curation by the award-winning CLIFF Group upon request. Comprising bespoke villas in the country’s sunny southeast, rose-clad period cottages in Ireland’s equine-rich ancient east, and gothic charm overlooking the salmon-filled River Blackwater.
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                    Sign up for our newsletter to receive the latest offers and news from Cliff.
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                    Thank you for your interest in the Cliff newsletter. Please complete the sign up process in the
                        email
                        we have sent to you.
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                Just one more step...

                
                    To complete the sign up process you need to click the validation link that has been sent to your
                    email.
                    If you can’t find the email in your inbox, please check your spam and trash.

                Thank you for your interest in the Cliff newsletter.

            

        
    




    

    


